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NEPTWEELING INVESTIGATES THE LIMITS
OF LIMINALITY
Published by Carolien Verduijn on 15 July 2017
The Twins. They both wear the same bluegray overall. The same
sports shoes on the feet, the hair braided in a bun. Oh no, wait.
These are Inga Huld Hákonardóttir and Rósa Ómarsdóttir, two
Icelandic performers who got to know each other at the Brussels
dance school PARTS. Since then, they have created a performance
at least once a year. Now they are standing with The Valley on
Julidans. As a wannabe twin. In this form they ask questions
about the boundary between man and machine, and imitation
and originality.

They do not do that by indicating that limit, but by making the distinction
between imitation and originality disappear. In The Valley there is a
constant state of transition, of liminality. This effect is achieved with an
associative, visual style, in which association to association is jumped
without sticking to one idea. This can be seen, for example, in the way they
question their individuality. Like a snake, they move their heads in an
identical manner, until their heads are stuck together. The same ritual
follows with a foot. A hand. They look like Siamese twins. But they are not.
Yet?

The danger of this constant liminality about who and what the performers
actually are, is that there remains uncertainty about what Inga Huld
Hákonardóttir and Rósa Ómarsdóttir want to say. That effect is well
overcome with a voice-over, which involves figures in the idea of   liminality.
A voice tells how a zero is just a hole without content. How a zero can not
multiply. The mouths of the performers form o's. At the same time an
elongated 'ooooh' is poured, accompanied by waving, round movements
with the arms. The 'oooh' changes almost unnoticeably into the word
onewhile standing behind each other. They are one. Or no, two, they
conclude later, while they continue their mantra two-fold. What is the same
thing? Are you the same if you look the same, but are not? Do you have
meaning if there is another version of you? Or are you two, because there are
two versions? These are questions that are played in The Valley .

The theme in The Valley is so thick that it is precisely because of this that it
remains elusive: the associative, constant state of liminality is difficult to
capture. In doing so, they force the viewer to keep searching for meaning,
without that becoming concrete at any moment. And with that, the idea of   
liminality is clearly present again. But because of the straitjacket of
liminality in which the performers press themselves, they can not make a
concrete point, except for the idea of   liminality itself. Nevertheless, The
Valley cleverly responds to the ability to associate with images that are
created with full attention and that make the idea of   liminality explicit and
make the viewer think.
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